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DRI-DESIGN
METAL WALL PANELS
Through research and real life experience in the metal panel industry, Dri-Design 
was invented to solve what were viewed as significant shortfalls of traditional 
metal panel systems: delamination, staining due to the effects of weather on 
joints and gaskets, a lack of color and texture options, the rising cost of produc-
tion and inefficient installation practices. 

The result of Dri-Design’s meticulous engineering is a 100% recyclable, pressure 
equalized rain-screen, architectural metal wall system that attaches to nearly 
any substrate without the use of clips or extrusions. Additionally, Dri-Design’s 
patented design has passed the most stringent air, water and structural testing 
requirements in the industry, including AAMA 508-07 test for pressure equalized 
rain-screens, as well as Miami Dade County hurricane testing.

Key Advantages of Dri-Design:

No sealants, gaskets or butyl tape in the panel joints, means no dirty 
streaks or a legacy of maintenance for the building owner.

Panels are not laminated nor a composite - they will never delaminate.

Dedicated to developing sustainable products.

Fully tested to exceed ASTM standards and the latest AAMA 508-07 for 
pressure equalized rain-screens. Miami Dade approved.

Interlocking panel design makes installation quick and easy.

Dri-Design is economical. Our highly automated manufacturing process 
makes panels in seconds.
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DRI-DESIGN’S ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT

MADE LOCAL
Dri-Design purchases its aluminum from 
domestic mills which saves transportation 
energy costs.

NO SILICONE SEALANTS
Dri-Design uses no joint sealants or gaskets 
which are made with petroleum, saving fossil 
fuels and future maintenance costs.

RECYCLED AND RECYCLABLE
Dri-Design wall panels are made with 
recycled metal, are 100% recyclable and 
can be repurposed.

EFFICIENT MANUFACTURING
Dri-Design panels are made quickly with highly automated 
equipment…saving energy costs.

QUICK INSTALL
Dri-Design wall panels install fast which helps save energy as well.

NO PLASTICS
Dri-Design single skin technology does not have a plastic core like our 
MCM competitors....saving fossil fuels.

NO VOCs
Our Kynar paint providers are environmentally-conscious finishers. They 
use a 100% air capture system and destroy the VOCs with a regenerative 
thermal oxidizer, so there is no adverse environmental impact.
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At Dri-Design we strive to continually improve our Sustainability practices and products through innovation.
We are dedicated to developing sustainable products while looking at all aspects of the environmental impact.
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Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” nominal

Material - Aluminum

Material Thickness - .080” standard (other gauges available) 

Panel Joints - ½” nominal standard (1/8” – 1” available)

Finish - Fluoropolymer, unlimited color palette

Finish Warranty - 20 year standard

Weight - Less than 2 pounds per square foot 

Panel Size Parameters:
These are the recommended maximum size panel guides. 
If the panel you would like fits inside these guides, 
Dri-Design can easily manufacture it. For larger sizes, please 
contact a Dri-Design representative to discuss your specific 
requirements.
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Available in any color, with the ability to match colors of your 
choice without expensive up charges – Dri-Design Painted 
Aluminum Panels offer the ultimate design flexibility for ex-
terior and interior applications. Panels are painted using in-
dustry leading Kynar based paints for long lasting finish du-
rability, while our finishers use a 100% air capture system to 
destroy the VOCs produced, so there is no adverse environ-
mental impact.
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Anodizing successfully combines science with nature to cre-
ate one of the world’s best metal finishes. It takes the natural 
oxidation process and helps it along by adding electricity and 
chemicals to produce a dense surface that is integral with the 
aluminum. This process brings out the natural variation in the 
aluminum (color variation can be expected). This durable and 
beautiful finish is available in many shades and is a perfect pair 
with the Dri-Design system. 
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Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” nominal

Material - Aluminum

Material Thickness - .080” standard (other gauges available)

Panel Joints - ½” nominal standard (1/8” – 1” available)

Finish - Clear, Bronze, Champagne and Black Anodized

Finish Warranty - 5 year standard (10 year available)

Weight - Less than 2 pounds per square foot

Panel Size Parameters:
These are the recommended maximum size panel guides. 
If the panel you would like fits inside these guides, 
Dri-Design can easily manufacture it. For larger sizes, please 
contact a Dri-Design representative to discuss your specific 
requirements.
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Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” nominal

Material - Aluminum

Material Thickness - .080” standard (other gauges available)

Panel Joints - ½” nominal standard (1/8” – 1” available)

Finish - Copper Anodized

Finish Warranty - 5 year standard (10 year available)

Weight - Less than 2 pounds per square foot

Panel Size Parameters:
These are the recommended maximum size panel guides. 
If the panel you would like fits inside these guides, 
Dri-Design can easily manufacture it. For larger sizes, please 
contact a Dri-Design representative to discuss your specific 
requirements.
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Capture the warm glow of natural copper, along with the long 
lasting durability of an anodized finish. Our Copper Anodized 
Series will add depth and character to your design with subtle 
variations of copper penny color from panel to panel. 
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Dri-Design’s ease of installation and enduring design make it 
the perfect system for adding the character of copper to your 
project. And, since sealants and gaskets are never used in 
the joints, they can never stain or streak this beautiful finish. 
Dri-Design with the natural elegance of bright copper or the 
unmistakable look of copper patina can add distinction to any 
facade.
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Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” nominal

Material - Copper

Material Thickness - 24 oz, 32 oz or 48 oz

Panel Joints - ½” nominal standard (1/8” – 1” available)

Finish - Bright and Pre-Patina Copper

Weight - Less than 3 pounds per square foot

Panel Size Parameters:
These are the recommended maximum size panel guides. 
If the panel you would like fits inside these guides, 
Dri-Design can easily manufacture it. For larger sizes, please 
contact a Dri-Design representative to discuss your specific 
requirements.
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Nordic Decor

Nordic Brown Light Nordic Brown

Nordic Brass

Nordic RoyalNordic Green Trad

Nordic BronzeNordic Standard
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VMZINC® Series Panels pull from the distinctive tones and 
textures of nature to create an exclusive, refined and unforget-
table visual experience. Our VMZINC® panels are available in 
QUARTZ-ZINC®, ANTHRA-ZINC® and PIGMENTO® Series 
colors.

Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” nominal

Material - VMZINC®

Material Thickness - 1 mm, 1.5 mm

Panel Joints - ½” nominal standard (1/8” – 1” available)

Finish - Quartz, Anthra, Pigmento Series

Weight - Less than 3 pounds per square foot

Panel Size Parameters:
These are the recommended maximum size panel guides. 
If the panel you would like fits inside these guides, 
Dri-Design can easily manufacture it. For larger sizes, please 
contact a Dri-Design representative to discuss your specific 
requirements.
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QUARTZ-ZINC® ANTHRA-ZINC®

1.5 mm ANTHRA-ZINC®, QUARTZ-ZINC® and PIGMENTO®
Colors shown are representational only.

1 mm ANTHRA-ZINC® and QUARTZ-ZINC® and PIGMENTO®
Colors shown are representational only.

PIGMENTO® brown

PIGMENTO® green

PIGMENTO® blue

PIGMENTO® red

QUARTZ-ZINC® ANTHRA-ZINC®



Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” nominal

Materials - Stainless Steel, Titanium, Weathered Steel, 
Embossed Stainless and others.

Material Thickness - Varies based on material type

Panel Joints - ½” nominal standard (1/8” – 1” available)

Finish - Varies based on material type

Weight - Varies based on material type

Panel Sizes:
Panel sizes will vary with each individual scenario based 
on the material specified. Please contact a Dri-Design 
representative to discuss your specific requirements.   
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Virtually any flat or slightly embossed metal can be used in 
Dri-Design Panel Systems. Select a metal that conveys your 
vision, and we will manufacture a panel that completes your 
design. 
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Gone are the days of flat and featureless facades. Our Shadow 
Series panels let you add depth and definition to any archi-
tectural design. Individual panels can be extended at varying 
depths to create texture or a dynamic variation in patterns, all 
while keeping the substrate and weather barrier in the same 
plane. 

Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” – 4” for aluminum and 1 ¼” – 3” 
for VMZINC®

Material - Aluminum and VMZINC®

Material Thickness - .080” for aluminum, 1 mm and 1.5 mm  
for VMZINC®

Panel Joints - ½” nominal

Finish - Available in all Dri-Design finishes and colors

Weight - Varies based on material type

Panel Size Parameters:
These are the recommended maximum size panel guides. 
If the panel you would like fits inside these guides, 
Dri-Design can easily manufacture it. For larger sizes, please 
contact a Dri-Design representative to discuss your specific 
requirements.
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Technical Information:

System Depth - Starting depth from 1 ¼” - 4” with 
taper to 1 ¼” - 4” nominal. 

Taper Direction - right to left, left to right, bottom to 
top and top to bottom.

Material - Aluminum and VMZINC®

Material Thickness - .080” for aluminum, 1 mm and 
1.5 mm for VMZINC®

Panel Joints - ½” nominal

Finish - Available in all Dri-Design finishes and colors

Weight - Varies based on material type

Panel Size Parameters:
These are the recommended maximum size panel guides. 
If the panel you would like fits inside these guides, 
Dri-Design can easily manufacture it. For larger sizes, please 
contact a Dri-Design representative to discuss your specific 
requirements.
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Tapered Series Panels can be angled in any direction with vary-
ing depths and degree of slope. This freedom to design each 
specific panel gives you an unlimited capacity to create a dy-
namic, one-of-a-kind surface on nearly any façade, without the 
need to modify the substrate or weather barrier. 
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A stunning combination of functionality and aesthetics – the 
Perforated Panel Series provides necessary airflow to a struc-
ture without sacrificing style or design. Virtually any shape and 
pattern can be perforated into the panels and used for a myriad 
of applications.

Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” – 4” nominal, including tapered 
and shadow

Material - Aluminum, VMZINC®, Copper and Stainless Steel

Panel Joints - ½” nominal standard (1/8” – 1” available)

Perforations - Most sizes, shapes and locations. Please  
speak with a Dri-Design representative about specific 
requests.

Finish - Available in all Dri-Design finishes

Weight - Varies based on material type

Panel Size Parameters:
Please refer to the specific material section of the design 
guide for the correct size parameters of the material you 
intend to use.
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Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” – 4” nominal, including tapered 
and shadow

Material - Aluminum, VMZINC®, Copper and Stainless Steel

Panel Joints - ½” nominal standard (1/8” – 1” available)

Image - Any image of your choice

Perforations - Most sizes and shapes. Density and location  
will vary depending on the image and specific needs  of the 
project. Please speak with a Dri-Design representative about 
specific requests.

Finish - Available in all Dri-Design finishes

Weight - Varies based on material type

Panel Size Parameters:
Please refer to the specific material section of the design 
guide for the correct size parameters of the material you 
intend to use.
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Dri-Design with Perforated Imaging uses advanced com-
puter based manufacturing to create complex images using 
perforations. By varying the size, location and density of the 
perforations, areas of light, dark and shades in between are 
created to form an image. These perforations also allow the 
panel to provide needed airflow and/or shade to a structure. 
Since the images can be created from any digital picture, you 
are only limited by your imagination.
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With our Embossed Panel, there is essentially no limit to 
the design possibilities or applications. Almost any shape 
or feature, convex or concave, can be embossed into the 
Dri-Design panels to create a distinctive, three dimensional 
accent. 

Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” – 4” nominal, including tapered 
and shadow

Material - Aluminum, VMZINC®, Copper and Stainless Steel

Material Thickness - Varies based on material type

Panel Joints - ½” nominal standard (1/8” – 1” available)

Embossing - Most sizes, shapes and locations. Please 
speak with a Dri-Design representative about specific 
requests.

Finish - Available in all Dri-Design finishes

Weight - Varies based on material type

Panel Size Parameters:
Please refer to the specific material section of the design 
guide for the correct size parameters of the material you 
intend to use.
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Technical Information:

System Depth - 6”

Material - Aluminum

Material Thickness - .063” and .080”

Panel Joints - 1/8” nominal

Perforated Pattern - Any pattern

Finish - Available in all Dri-Design finishes

Weight - Less than 5 pounds per square foot

Panel Size Parameters:
These are the recommended maximum size panel guides. 
If the panel you would like fits inside these guides, 
Dri-Design can easily manufacture it. For larger sizes, please 
contact a Dri-Design representative to discuss your specific 
requirements.
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Create a visual “feel” with our Textured Panel System. Each per-
forated corrugated panel is affixed to a Dri-Design wall panel, 
and delivered to the job site ready to install. Pick any pattern, 
choose a finish – we give you unfettered freedom to dream as 
you wish.

The Audi® hexagon pattern is a 
trademarked design and may not 
be duplicated for projects other 
than Audi® terminal dealerships.



Traditionally, when wood products have been used on the ex-
terior of buildings, they leave a legacy of maintenance for the 
owner. With Advanced Finishing Technology (AFT), Dri-Design 
allows you to design using a wide range of wood species, pat-
terns and textures without a future of expensive upkeep. Using 
Lumiflon finishing, we can provide a plethora of design options 
with superior weatherability and durability, without the concern of 
delamination and bubbling possible with laminated products. Our 
panels with AFT offer the long-life durability of aluminum and are 
equally suitable for use on interior and exterior applications. 

Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” – 4” nominal, including tapered and 
shadow

Material - Aluminum

Material Thickness - .063” and .080”

Panel Joints - ½” nominal standard (1/8” – 1” available)

Finish - Lumiflon Paint

Finish Warranty - 20 year standard

Weight - Less than 2 pounds per square foot

Panel Size Parameters:
These are the recommended maximum size panel guides. 
If the panel you would like fits inside these guides, 
Dri-Design can easily manufacture it. For larger sizes, please 
contact a Dri-Design representative to discuss your specific 
requirements.
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Technical Information:

System Depth - 2” nominal

Material - Aluminum and DuPont™ Corian® EC

Material Thickness - Aluminum - .080”,  DuPont™ Corian® 
EC - ½” nominal

Panel Joints - 1/8” nominal (Custom joint sizes available)

Finish - 29 standard colors with 10 colors containing up to  
20% pre-consumer recycled content.

Patterns - Flat panels or 8 textured panel patterns with 
optional secondary patterns. (Custom patterns available) 
Please refer to website

Weight - Less than 7 pounds per square foot

Panel Size Parameters: Standard sizes on following page. 
Custom sizes available. Please contact a Dri-Design 
representative to discuss your specific requirements.
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Developed through an exclusive partnership, our Dri-Design® 
with DuPont™ Corian® EC Panels combine the beauty and 
versatility of Corian® EC with the functionality of Dri-Design. 
Select from 29 different colors and aesthetics, each one capa-
ble of being engraved, etched and sculpted into three-dimen-
sional shapes. Enabling you to add a highly distinctive feature 
to nearly any façade, interior or exterior. 
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30”

30”

30”

48”

DuPont™ and Corian® are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
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Summary of Standard Textured Panel Patterns

Movement™ Scales™ Foliage™ Whirl™ Kaleidescope™

Desert™ Crystals™

Origami™ Forest™

............................................................................................................................................................................



Technical Information:

System Depth - 1 ¼” nominal

Material - Hot-Dip Galvanized Steel and Aluminum-Zinc 
Coated Steel

Material thickness - 22 gauge

Panel joints - ½” nominal

Finish - Fluoropolymer Paint- 6 Standard colors (Please refer 
to website)

Weight - Less than 2 ½ pounds per square foot

..................................................................................................
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SIMPLE QUICK AFFORDABLE 
SQA by Dri-Design utilizes our highly automated manufac-
turing process and the optimization of Kynar painted, zinc 
coated steel to bring you a dry joint, non-laminated, tested 
metal wall panel system that is sure to fit any budget. SQA by 
Dri-Design is available in a variety of colors and finishes with 
standard sizes and details.
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 Width Height

 18” 48”

 20” 48”

 24” 24”

 24” 48”

 30” 30”

 42” 16”

 42” 18”

 42” 20”

 42” 22”

 42” 24”

 72” 16”

 72” 18”

 72” 20”

 72” 22”

 72” 24”

Panel Sizes: 
Custom panel size setups available (minimum 500 panels) 
(Panel size cannot be larger than the largest listed standard size)
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Finishes and Colors: (More options availavle please contact a Dri-Design Sales Representative)

Antique Copper

Ponderosa

Bluestone Cascade

Snowfall Tahitian Copper

Vintage Weathered Zinc



Architectural Details:

Jamb Detail

Outside Corner Detail

.......................................................................................................................................................
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Architectural Details:

Horizontal Joint  Detail

Vertical Joint Detail
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Formed Outside Corner and Column Size Parameters

Formed Outside Corner:

 Aluminum:
  n One dimension (either dimension “A” or “B”) must not exceed a  
      maximum dimension of 24”.
  n The minimum dimension is 4”.
  n The total unfolded panel length cannot exceed standard 
         aluminum flat panel size parameters.
  n If you have corner panels that fall outside of these parameters, 
     contact Dri-Design for additional options. 

 VMZINC®:
  n One dimension (either dimension “A” or “B”) must not exceed a  
      maximum dimension of 18”.
  n The minimum dimension is 4”.
  n The total unfolded panel length cannot exceed 72”.
  n If you have corner panels that fall outside of these parameters, 
     contact Dri-Design for additional options.

Columns:

 Aluminum:
  n The return leg dimensions cannot exceed 80% of the 
     column face (.8x”) or a maximum of 24”. 
  n The total unfolded panel length cannot exceed standard 
     aluminum flat panel size parameters.
  n If you have column panels that fall outside of these parameters,  
     contact Dri-Design for additional options.

 VMZINC®:
  n The return leg dimensions cannot exceed 80% of the 
     column face (.8x”) or a maximum of 18”. 
  n The total unfolded panel length cannot exceed 72”.  
  n If you have column panels that fall outside of these parameters,  
     contact Dri-Design for additional options.
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